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Abstract 
 
 
Internet business valuation is a challenge because internet business has unique features 
and thus, needs to consider other issues than the traditional income statement and balance 
sheet numbers. Furthermore, many of the internet companies have generated negative 
accounting income in spite of extraordinarily high stock price. Given these 
circumstances, the advanced valuation model for internet business with consideration of 
the high growth potential capacity is apparently needed. 
 
This paper is designed primarily to review previous researches on the corporate valuation 
models as the theoretical background and then to select a possibly best suited valuation 
model for internet business among the presented models. Secondly, I apply the selected 
valuation model to two Swedish and two Korean leading internet businesses in order to 
check out the reliability of this valuation model as the empirical study. When it comes to 
the internet business, both countries have a pretty good internet infrastructure and a high 
internet penetration in both private life and business environment. Therefore, it could be 
interesting to compare how different the value of internet companies which have such 
common conditions is estimated with each other. 
 
For the empirical study, I employ the adjusted DCF valuation model and select four 
internet companies. Two Swedish internet companies – Net on Net and Unibet - and two 
Korean internet companies – Interpark and Neowiz – are selected and each company is 
listed on the respective stock exchange – OMXS and KOSDAQ. 
 
The adjusted DCF valuation model is the traditional DCF model with capitalization of 
R&D costs and marketing expenses as investments. the adjusted DCF valuation model 
suits best for the valuation of the selected internet companies since they are online 
gambling provider and online retailer which put large sums in marketing expenditures. 
This intensive marketing effort in the end contributes to the high future growth. In this 
sense, the marketing expenditures should be considered as investment rather than costs. 
 
By the calculation of the NPV and the comparison with the stock price, I found that the 
companies with the high growth potential generate the higher NPV than the value derived 
from the stock price. On the other hand, the NPV of the companies with the moderate 
growth rate and the mature market situation remains at the almost same level of the stock 
price value. 
 
This empirical result shows that the adjusted DCF model gives the reasonable number 
and so indicates the high forecast capacity. Except Net on Net of which the NPV seems to 
be too high, the NPVs of the companies are well-consistent with the present stock price 
and the stock price change. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
 

1.1  Background 
 
The 1990s saw the rapid rise in the market value of internet companies with very high 
rates of revenue growth and very big operating losses. However, since March 2000 many 
internet stock prices have collapsed all of a sudden. Through the experience of these rapid 
swings in the corporate value it was argued that new valuation methods had to be applied 
in internet business.  
 
Internet business valuation is a challenge because internet business has unique features 
and thus, needs to consider other issues than the traditional income statement and balance 
sheet numbers. Furthermore, many of the internet companies have generated negative 
accounting income in spite of extraordinarily high stock price. 
 
For instance, over a three year period ending in 1999, Yahoo!’s market capitalization 
appreciated by 3,800%. The company’s stock price was 480 times expected earnings at 
the end of this period. Yahoo!’s market capitalization at that time was higher than the 
capitalization of major U.S. corporations such as Ford, Texaco, and Merrill Lynch. At the 
same time, AOL’s market capitalization had risen by 34,000% form IPO price and was 
273 times its expected earnings(Rice, 2003). It was pretty difficult to give a reasonable 
explanation to this phenomenon and the market only placed the blame on human 
irrationality for this unreasonable value creation. 
 
By standard explanation, the correction that began in the spring of 2000 removed 
irrationality and restored equilibrium to markets. 
 
However, it is not rare to see that the corporate value of internet business is estimated 
higher than its recorded revenues or profits on Annual Report. The market still evaluates 
highly the potential growth capacity of internet business even after the so called “Internet 
Bubble”. Google, the world leading internet searching engine company was announced 
November 2005 to have a market value of $ 118 billion(CNN, accessed 2005.05.01). 
Google's market value is higher than computer giants Dell, Hewlett-Packard and even 
Cisco Systems. Is it a reasonable corporate value of the internet company which produces 
its main profits only by web traffic? 
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For another good example, eBay Inc., the world largest online auction company, agreed 
to acquire Luxembourg-based Swedish Company Skype Technologies, the global Internet 
communication company, for approximately $2.6 billion in up-front cash and eBay stock, 
plus potential performance-based consideration according to Financial Times on the 12th 
September 2005. This amount cannot be explained fully by traditional valuation models 
even though the high value of “Goodwill” is taken into account. It is still too much. 
 
Given these circumstances, the advanced valuation model for internet business with 
consideration of the high growth potential capacity is apparently needed. 
 
This paper is designed primarily to review previous researches on the corporate valuation 
models as the theoretical background and then to select a possibly best suited valuation 
model for internet business among the presented models. Secondly, I apply the selected 
valuation model to two Swedish and two Korean leading internet businesses in order to 
check out the reliability of this valuation model as the empirical study. 
 
Why Swedish and Korean companies for the empirical study are selected is that first of 
all, Sweden and Korea has common economic and industry structure in some respects. 
They are small open economy depending heavily on export. When it comes to internet 
business, both countries have a pretty good internet infrastructure and a high internet 
penetration in both private life and business environment. Therefore, it could be 
interesting to compare how different the value of internet companies which have such 
common conditions is estimated with each other. 

1.2  Objective 
 
The purpose of this study is to find out the most suitable valuation model for internet 
business among the existing models and to prove the reliability of the specified valuation 
model applying it to two leading internet companies in Sweden and in Korea respectively 
by a case study. 

1.3  Methodology  
 
This research focuses on identifying the valuation model which can be most suitable and 
give the most reasonable corporate value of internet business and applying the specified 
valuation model to the several companies in two different markets; Sweden and South 
Korea. For the empirical study, I employ the adjusted DCF valuation model and select 
four internet companies. Two Swedish internet companies – Net on Net and Unibet - and 
two Korean internet companies – Interpark and Neowiz – are selected and each company 
is listed on the respective stock exchange – OMXS1 and KOSDAQ2. I first calculate the 

                                                 
1 OMX has six different stock exchanges in Nordic countries. OMXS is one of them and means “Stockholm 
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corporate value using the specified valuation model and then carry out the comparative 
analysis of the results as well as the evaluation of the reliability of the valuation model 
with help of the comparison with stock prices. 
 
The complete information of the background of the employed valuation model, the 
selected sample companies and data collections are described in Chapter 3 Empirical 
Research. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
 
The paper proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 reviews previous literatures on corporate 
valuation models in general and recent academic researches on internet business 
valuation models in particular as the theoretical background. Chapter 3 presents the 
empirical research. First, the employed valuation model - adjusted DCF valuation model  
- , sample companies – Net on Net, Unibet, Interpark and Neowiz – and data collections 
for the case study are described. Second, the adjusted DCF valuation model is applied to 
the selected companies for the comparative analysis. And then, the corporate values of 
the selected companies using the adjusted DCF valuation model are presented and 
compared with the stock prices in order to evaluate the reliability of the valuation model. 
Chapter 5 concludes the paper, identifies limitations of the paper and finally provides 
suggestions for further research. 

                                                                                                                                                  
Stock Exchange” 
2 Korea Stock Exchange for SMEs(small and medium enterprises) 
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background : 
Literature Review 

 
 
 
This Chapter reviews previous literatures on corporate valuation models in general and 
recent academic researches on internet business valuation models in particular as the 
theoretical background.  
 

2.1  Corporate Valuation Models 
 
In general term, corporate valuation models are categorized by three different 
valuationmethods; discounted cash flow valuation method, relative valuation method and 
contingent claim valuation method(Damodaran, 1996). The first, discounted cash flow 
valuation method relates the value of a company to the present value of expected future 
cash flows on that company. The second, relative valuation method estimates the value of 
a company by looking at the pricing of comparable assets relative to a common valuable 
like earnings, cash flows, book value or sales. The third, contingent claim valuation uses 
option pricing models to measure the value of a company that share option 
characteristics(call option3 or put option4). This section describes briefly the three most 
generally used corporate valuation models derived from the above valuation methods and 
analyzes advantages and disadvantages of each model. 

2.1.1 Discounted cash flow valuation model 
 
This valuation model is the most generally accepted and performed as of today, often 
referred to as DCF model. The value of a company is obtained by a forecast of a 

                                                 
3 An option contract that gives the holder the right to buy a certain quantity of an underlying security from 
the writer of the option, at a specified price (the strike price) up to a specified date (the expiration date). 
4 An option contract that gives the holder the right to sell a certain quantity of an underlying security from 
the writer of the option, at a specified price (the strike price) up to a specified date (the expiration date). 
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company’s accumulated future cash flows discounted to the present at the weighted 
average cost of capital(WACC)5.  
 
The DCF valuation is based on the idea that a company’s value is driven by its ability to 
generate cash flow over the long term in the future and in addition, the company’s cash-
flow generating ability is driven by its long-term growth and its returns above its cost of 
capital. Using the long-term growth and the returns above its cost of capital helps to 
understand of the value creation at a company. 
 
The formula for calculating net present value(NPV) for infinitive time period will be 
expressed as: 
 

NPV = CF0 + CF1/(1+ r) + CF2/(1+ r)2 + CF3/(1+ r)3 + …  
 
Alternatively for limited time period due to M&A or sale of the company 
 
NPV = CF0 + CF1/(1+ r) + CF2/(1+ r)2 + CF3/(1+ r)3 + … CFt/(1+ r)t + Tt/(1+ r)t 

  
Where CFt = cash flow at time t, T = terminal value at t and r = WACC 
 
 T = CFt/(r – g) 
 
Where g = growth rate of the cash flow 
 
Under assumption of stable growth(Copeland, 2000) 
 

WACC = Ke [E/(E + D)] + Kd (1 – t)[D/(E + D)] 
  

Where Ke = cost of equity6, Kd = cost of debt7 and t = corporate tax rate 
 
 Ke = Rf + β(Rm – Rf)8 
 
Where Rf = risk-free rate, Rm = expected market return, β = equity beta 
 
The calculation from revenues to cash flow will be expressed using valuables from a 
company’s income statement as(Copeland, 2000): 
 
 

                                                 
5 The cost of the different components of financing(equities and debts) used by the company weighted by 
their market value proportions. 
6 The expected return on the company’s stock that investors require. 
7 The current market rate that the company is paying on its debt. 
8 The Capital Asset Pricing Model(CAPM) by William Sharpe. The CAPM describes the relationship 
between risk and expected return. 
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Revenues 
- Cost of goods (excl. depreciation) 
- Depreciation expense                                
Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) 
- Cash taxes on EBIT 
Net operating profit less adjusted taxes (NOPLAT) 
+ Depreciation 
Gross cash flow 
- Increase in operating working capital 
- Investments 
Cash flow (CF) 

 
One of the main advantages of the DCF valuation model is that the variables of the 
valuation model are flexible for changes in a company’s environment. But this is also one 
of the main disadvantages, since the valuation model consists of a diverse set of variables 
that are based on assumptions of the future and therefore, even the most detailed and 
careful valuation cannot provide a precise estimate of value. Assumptions have to be 
made concerning the future of the company and the economy in general. All these 
assumptions are also coloured by the bias of the analyst who is performing the valuation.  
 
Given this reason, large companies with table revenues and well-known markets will 
naturally be possible to value with greater precision than smaller and/or younger 
companies involved in new technologies or projects with uncertain future. 
 
Accoording to Copeland(2000), other models worth to point out in this context is the 
economic profit model, the equity discounted cash flow model, which is best suited for 
financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies, and the adjusted present 
value (APV) model, which is best suited for companies with changing capital structures. 
Performed correctly all of these should give about the same results. 

2.1.2 Relative Valuation models 
 
Relative valuation models use multiples estimating the value of a company by looking at 
the pricing of comparable assets relative to a common variable like earnings (P/E), book 
value (P/Book), sales (P/S) or cash flows. These models assume that the market, on 
average, prices companies correctly and that the company being valued is comparable to 
other companies.  
 
The most frequently applied multiples are P/E ratio, P/BV ratio and P/S ratio. The first, 
P/E ratios is a price-to-earnings ratio and employed generally to determine the 
appropriate stock price of a company. This multiples is the most widely used and known 
of all multiples since it is very simple to calculate for most companies and makes 
comparisons simple, something that saves time and provides a good proxy of the fair 
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value of a company. But P/E ratio is limited to apply to companies only with positive 
earnings and furthermore, volatility of earnings results in changes in the P/E ratio from 
period to period, which makes the P/E ratio less reliable. The simple calculation can be 
written as: 
 

P/E = P/EPS  
 

where P = share price and EPS = earnings(net income after tax)  per share 
 
The second, P/BV ratio is a price-to-book value (of equity) ratio and the book value of 
equity is the difference between the book value of total assets and the book value of 
liabilities. This multiple is employed to compare the value of a company to others’ in the 
simplest way since book values are stable and often possible to compare to market prices. 
Moreover the valuation of companies even with negative earnings which are troublesome 
for the P/E ratio as well as DCF valuation model is not as big of an obstacle with P/BV 
ratio. But book values depend on accounting standards and principles and thus, make it 
difficult to compare with companies in other countries. 
 
The third, P/S ratio is a price-to-sales(revenue) ratio. This multiple is employed generally 
to new companies that invest heavily in the beginning and earn negative cash flows for 
the early years. Since sales is hard to manipulate and is not influenced by accounting 
decisions, this multiple provides a relatively fair value of a company. 
 
The main benefits of using multiples are that they are relatively simple to calculate, easy 
to understand. The other advantage is that it is based on the market price, which can be 
expressed as the market’s estimate of growth and risk for the specific type of business. 
However, relative valuation models are easy to manipulate or misuse since relative 
valuation does not say anything about if a company is under- or overvalued, only how it 
relates to the current valuation of similar (comparable) companies.  
 
Performing several different valuations techniques, where relative valuation is one, 
multiples can give a fair valuation range. In addition, several different multiples exist on 
the market today and in order to get a clear picture of the price range several different 
multiples should be used when performing a valuation.  

2.1.3 Real Option valuation model 
 
Option pricing model was created originally to determine a financial option price. The 
most generally accepted option pricing model is the basic model by Black and Sholes and 
the alternative model for option pricing is the binomial model. Both models are based on 
the same theoretical foundations and assumptions (such as the geometric Brownian 
motion theory of stock price behaviour and risk-neutral valuation). 
 
Real option is an actual option (in the sense of "choice") that a business may gain by 
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undertaking certain endeavors. The real option captures the value of managerial 
flexibility to adapt decisions by expanding, downsizing, or abandoning investment 
projects in the future in response to unexpected market developments. In this context, real 
option valuation model applies basically the same theory and calculation formula as the 
financial option pricing models to quantify the value of management flexibility in a world 
of uncertainty.  
 
The main idea of the real option valuation model is that companies create shareholder 
value by identifying, managing and exercising real options associated with their 
investment portfolio. If used as a conceptual tool, it allows management to characterize 
and communicate the strategic value of an investment project. 
 
The real option represents the new state-of-the-art technique for the valuation and 
management of strategic investments and enables corporate decision-makers to leverage 
uncertainty and limit downside risk. Therefore, the valuation model using real option 
provides a fair value of a company in particular under significant uncertainty and high 
risk while traditional valuation models such as DCF model fail to accurately capture the 
economic value of investments or company in an environment of widespread uncertainty 
and rapid change. However, one main disadvantage of the real option valuation model is 
that it is difficult to calculate and the calculation is a time-consuming hard work without 
the help of computer. 
 

2.2  Internet Business Valuation Models 
 
The valuation of internet business characterized by high-growth, high-uncertainty, high-
loss, is a challenge because internet business has unique features and thus, needs to take 
into account other considerations than the traditional income statement and balance sheet 
numbers. First of all, most of the internet companies have not cumulated enough financial 
information due to short company history. Second, many of the internet companies have 
generated negative accounting income. Therefore, the standard corporate valuation 
methodologies described in the previous section have difficulty in valuing internet 
business. Given this circumstances, many analysts and academics have developed 
valuation models in particular for the internet companies, which are mostly based on the 
traditional DCF valuation model except the real option pricing model. This section 
describes briefly the recent academic researches on the internet business valuation. 

2.2.1 Discomposed DCF model  
 
This model by Rice and Tarhouni(2003) is based on the Gordon Growth DCF Model to 
get a present value of a company. The simple calculation of the Gordon Growth DCF 
Model can be written as:  
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NPV = CF1/(r - g) 
 
Where r = WACC and g = constant growth rate of cash flows 
 
From the above calculation, the discomposed DCF model is formulated through two 
steps. As the first step, cash flows represent the net cash flows that the company is 
generating and thus, can be expressed by the difference between revenues and costs. In 
the second step, “Get Big Fast(GBF)9” theory of Internet is combined and under this GDF 
assumptions the growth rate in revenues and in costs is diverged. At last, the 
discomposed DCF model can be written using this idea as: 
 

NPV = [R1/(r - gR) – C1/(r – gC)]  
 

Where R = revenue, C = cost, gR = growth rate in revenue and gC = growth rate in cost 
 
The GBF assumptions imply that gR is much bigger than gC; in fact, gR should be large 
while gC should be close to zero because the revenues will grow in the future while the 
costs will remain the same. 
 
With this valuation model we can explain partly why the value of internet companies was 
estimated extraordinarily high in spite of negative incomes. Large losses can be 
associated with high valuation if the losses are followed by much larger profits down the 
road because the present value of the future revenues is greater than the present value of 
all future costs. 

2.2.2 Adjusted DCF model 
 
For Intangible-intensive firms for instance internet companies, young and fast growing 
expenditures on internally developed intangibles such as R&D(Research&Development), 
branding and human capital should be capitalized and amortized over time. But 
accounting principles dictate that these intangible assets must be immediately expended. 
As a result, the counterintuitive negative relations emerge between firm’s net incomes 
and equity market values, such as greater losses associated with greater market values. 
 
The reason for the negative incomes is not that the losses are due to poor operation 
performance but instead reflect massive investments in intangible assets that accounting 
rules require be expensed into net income rather than be treated as assets and amortized 
over time. Selling and marketing and R&D expenditures are priced as assets and the stock 
market attributes future benefits to intangible assets when intangible assets play the 

                                                 
9 Internet companies would spend most of the cash outflows(costs) in the form of an upfront capital 
investment such as cost of developing platforms, software, web site and the distribution channels, in the 
early development. Later on, successful companies having first mover advantages and future monopoly 
would see their revenues rise rapidly while their costs were not rising much if at all. 
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dominant role in the firm’s business strategy. 
 
Hand(2003) shows that larger losses correlate with larger market values and that the 
losses reported by internet companies reflect large-scale investments in assets, rather than 
poor operating performance caused by high expenses. 
 
Tokic(2001) argues that internet companies that invests more in R&D and marketing are 
more likely to develop a dominant technology and a brand name, thereby becoming the 
industry leader. As investments increase, the value of growth increases, but so does the 
risk(uncertainty). However, the increase in uncertainty increases the opportunity for 
abnormal returns, also increasing the value of growth. He shows that selected sample of 
internet firms spent on average 75% of revenue on R&D and marketing expenses in fiscal 
1999/2000 year. 
 
Under the above idea, the traditional DCF model can be adjusted by breaking out the 
R&D costs and marketing expenses from selling, general and administrative(SG&A)  
expenses to capitalize them as investments. 

2.2.3 Combined DCF model with non-financial indicators 
 
DCF valuation model can be buttressed by combining non-financial indicators in 
particular for the valuation of internet companies. Many academics and analysts have 
investigated possible candidates. 
 
Copeland(2000) employs microeconomics analysis and probability-weighted scenarios to 
build up the combined DCF model with non-financial indicators. In this context, he 
argues that the probability-weighted scenarios to estimate the value of an internet 
company should include non-financial indicators to address high uncertainty in an 
explicit way and to better understand the underlying economics of these companies and to 
forecast their future performance. This process starts from a fixed point in the future and 
working back to the present and exploits also classic analytical techniques. 
 
In the probability-weighted scenarios for an internet company, the future growth state is 
defined by metrics such as the penetration rate, average revenue per customer, and 
sustainable gross margins. The beginning point should lie at least 10 to 15 years in the 
future because the internet companies are new. 
 
Uncertainty is the hardest part of valuing high-growth technology companies, and the use 
of probability-weighted scenarios is a simple and straightforward way to deal with it. 
However, relatively small variations in these scenarios lead to big swings in value. 
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Five factors that drive the customer-value analysis are(Copeland, 2000, pp.321): 
1. The average revenue per customer per year from purchases by its customers, as 

well as revenues from advertisements on its site and from retailers that rent space 
on it to sell their own products. 

2. The total number of customers. 
3. The contribution margin per customer(before the cost of acquiring customers) 
4. The average cost of acquiring a customer. 
5. The customer churn rate(that is, the proportion of customers lost each year) 

 
Besides, Trueman, Wong and Zang(2000) shows that current website usage reflects 
potential future demand for the company’s products and affects the rates a firm can 
charge for advertising on the company’s website. The website usage is measured 
alternatively by the number of unique visitors to the company’s website and by the 
number of page views at its site. 
 
In other hand, Demers and Lev(2000) suggests three web performance factors to 
complement DCF valuation model for the valuation of internet companies. The three web 
performance factors are; 

1. Reach (attraction of new visitors to a Website) 
2. Stickiness(retention of visitors on the site) 
3. Customer loyalty(ability of generate repeat visits from surfers who have been 

attracted to the site in the past)  
 
Briginshaw(2002) proposes that beside the standard income and balance sheet numbers 
the following represents some of the other issues to consider; affiliate networks, 
databases of customers, visitors, cookies, opt-in email lists, advertising sell through rates, 
search engine rankings, web site traffic, sources of traffic, content value, process patents, 
stickiness of the web site and visits to sales ratios. In addition, he argues that extra 
various expenses such as hosting fees, maintenance and tech support, server farm 
streaming fees, web site optimization costs, daily site refresh costs and periodic creative 
redesign of the web site should be considered carefully. 
 
However, basing valuation only on non-financial indicators other than cash flows, even 
when they are profitability based, can be hazardous. This is because company managers 
can often find ways to make the indicators look good without the cash flows to back it up. 

2.2.4 Real option valuation model 
 
When a considerable part of a company’s value is in future growth opportunities, a better 
understanding of intrinsic value can be gained by applying real option pricing model. 
Internet companies are considered to have call-option characteristics since they have 
large potential upside and limited downside potential(i.e. bankruptcy). Furthermore, 
internet companies have volatile revenues, rate of growth in revenues, costs and cash 
flows so that their business can be viewed as a stream of cash flows plus a set of options 
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since options are often claims on highly uncertain outcomes.  
 
Jansen and Perotti(2001) investigate the valuation of platform investment, such as a 
software operating system or an internet portal webpage. They define a platform 
investment as a creation of an innovative distribution and production infrastructure which 
increase access to customers; as a result it reduces entry costs in related products. A 
portal is a point of entry connected with relevant information or access to products. It 
lowers the cost of reaching customers and thus the cost to entry new market segments. By 
a comparative study of the effects of uncertainty, they conclude that relative to 
conventional producers, portal related firms enjoy enhanced entry options in uncertain 
market segments, which may be valuable under some market conditions on internet 
usage. Their advantage lies in the ability to exercise entry options at the optimal strategic 
timing. 
 
However, as the industry reaches the mature growth stage, the source of value shifts from 
growth to earnings, which means that traditional DCF valuation models emphasizing on 
cash flows(earnings) as primary value driver give a better number rather than option 
pricing valuation models emphasizing on growth opportunities as the source of value and 
de-emphasizing the negative profitability. 
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Chapter 3. Empirical Research : 
Comparative Analysis 

 
 

3.1  Methodology 
 
For the empirical study I employ an adjusted DCF valuation model and select four 
internet companies – two Swedish and two Korean -. This section describes briefly about  
the valuation model, the sample companies and data collection for the empirical study.  

3.1.1 Valuation model 
 
The adjusted DCF valuation model is employed because this valuation model is the most 
well-designed to capture the unique characteristics of the internet business and finally to 
seize the intrinsic value of the internet companies.  
 
As a market becomes mature, it is ascertained by a bundle of researches that the DCF 
valuation model gives relatively the best result. By the standard explanation, the 
correction that began in the spring of 2000 after the market “bubble” removed 
irrationality and restored equilibrium to market and internet industry reaches the mature 
growth stage. 
 
Taking into this consideration, DCF valuation model is relatively the best alternative 
among the above described models if we consider time spending and complexity of 
calculation etc. and besides, the adjusted DCF valuation model suits best for the valuation 
of the selected internet companies since they are online gambling provider and online 
retailer which put large sums in marketing expenditures. This intensive marketing effort 
in the end contributes to the high future growth. In this sense, the marketing expenditures 
should be considered as investment rather than costs. 
 
With reference of the DCF valuation model which is described in Chapter 2, the adjusted 
DCF valuation model under several assumptions, we can get the net present value of a 
company as followed;  
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1)  Assumptions 
 

• Capital structure, the proportion between assets and debts is fixed under the 
explicit forecast period   

• 5 years of the explicit forecast period10 
• Stable growth rate of expected cash flows 

 
2)  Cost of capital(WACC) 
 

WACC = Ke [E/(E + D)] + Kd (1 – t)[D/(E + D)] 
 

Where Ke = cost of equity, Kd = cost of debt and t = corporate tax rate 
 
 Ke = Rf + β(Rm – Rf) 
 
Where Rf = risk-free rate, Rm = expected market return, β = equity beta 
 
 
3)  Cash flows at the year t 
 

Revenues 
- Cost of goods (excl. depreciation, R&D and marketing expenses) 
- Depreciation expense                                
Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) 
- Cash taxes on EBIT 
Net operating profit less adjusted taxes (NOPLAT) 
+ Depreciation 
Gross cash flow 
- Increase in operating working capital 
- Investments 
Cash flow (CF) 

 
 
4)  Terminal value 
 
 T = CF5/(r – g) 
 
Where CF5 = cash flows at the terminal year 5, r = WACC and g = expected growth 
rate11 

                                                 
10 Accoridng to Copeland(2000), the length of the explicit forecast period dose not effect the value of a 
company, only the distribution of value of the company between the explicit forecast period and the years 
that follow. 
11  According to Copeland(2000), it cannot exceed the world economic growth rate for international 
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5)  Net present value(NPV) of a company 
 

NPV = CF0 + CF1/(1+ r) + CF2/(1+ r)2 + CF3/(1+ r)3 + CF4/(1+ r)4 + CF5/(1+ r)5 + 
T/(1+ r)5. 

3.1.2 Sample companies 
 
For the empirical study two Swedish internet companies – Net on Net and Unibet - and 
two Korean internet companies – Interpark and Neowiz - are selected which are listed on 
the respective stock exchange – OMXS and KOSDAQ -. 
 
First of all, I want to select companies which are listed on a stock exchange in order to 
compare a calculated intrinsic value and company’s stock price for the reliability test of 
the valuation model.  
 
On the stockholm stock exchange, there are only two internet companies and thus, I am 
forced to limit sample size to two in both countries. Corresponding to the Swedish 
companies, two Korean internet companies are selected in the same business category12 
of the Swedish companies. Net on Net and Interpark are e-retailers and Unibets and 
Neowiz are content & portal companies. 

3.1.3 Data Collection 
 
The samples companies are listed on the respective countries’ stock exchange market so 
that they publish the well-recorded annual reports. Most of the required financial numbers 
are obtained from income statement and balance sheet on the latest annual reports and the 
information of a brief company introduction is collected from a company presentation on 
the its web site. 
 
In order to calculate the WACC, I establish the following key numbers based on various 
sources. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                  
companies and national economic growth rate for domestic companies for long periods. The best estimate 
is probably is the expected  longterm rate of consumtion growth for the industry’s product plus inflation. 
12  According to Jansen and Perotti(2001) internet companies are categorized as: 1) e-retailers and e-
commerce, 2) Software, 3) Enablers, 4) Security, 5) Content & Portals, 6) High speed and infrastructure 
and 7) ISP and access. 
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 Swedish companies Korean companies 
Kd, % 3.2413 5.6514 
t, % 28 27 
Rf, % 3.29515 4.9516 
(Rm – Rf), % 517 618 

 
 

                                                 
13 The average interest rate 2005 on official government long-term borrowing from “the Swedish National 
Debt Office”. The interest on official government long-term borrowing is a reference rate, showing the 
weekly yield average in the nominal bonds secondary market, with a maturity of minimum 5 years. 
14 The average interest rate 2005 on corporate loan from “the Bank of Korea. 
15 According to Copeland(2000), the yield of 10 years American Treasury bond gives the most reasonable 
number and the yield of 10 year Swedish Treasury bond is the Swedish counterpart of his recommendation. 
16 Yield of 10 year Korean Treasury bond 
17 Lindberg(2001) propose a real risk premium of about 5 % for companies in a stable country with 
deregulated stock market and low inflation. However, since the inflation has been so low in recent years -
0,5% at average for 2005-, Lindberg claims to be settling with 5 % for Swedish companies . 
18 With consideration of high inflation rate of 2.3%(2005) and a suggested market premium of 4.65-6.78% 
by KOSDAQ. 
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3.2  Comparative Analysis 
 
I begin with the brief introduction and the financial characteristics of each company in 
order to get the better understanding of companies’ financial situation and thus to give the 
better comparison of the intrinsic value of the companies. 
 
As the first step for comparative analysis, I calculate the cost of capital and the corporate 
value(NPV) of each company using the adjusted DCF valuation model with the help of 
Microsoft Office Excel and then analyze the calculated results. Next, I implement the 
comparison of the calculated intrinsic value with stock prices in order to evaluate the 
reliability of the valuation model. 

3.2.1 Valuation of sampling companies 
 
Case 1 : Unibet 
 
1) Brief Introduction 
 

 Unibet was found in 1997 and is one of Europe’s largest online gaming operators, 
with over 919,000 registered customers in more than 100 countries. 

 Unibet’s gaming business is conducted under licenses in the United Kingdom 
and Malta. The company has been listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange “O-
listan” since 2004. 

 Today, Unibet has 180 employees. 
 
 
2) Financial Characteristics 
 
Table 1. Financial overview, Unibet 

 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Gross profit, GBPm 42.9 23.9 12.0 9.0 2.6 
EBIT, GBPm 19.9 11.9 3.8 1.2 -1.5 
EBIT margin, % 45.7 48.2 29.2 12.6 -53.5 
Operating margin, % 45.7 48.2 29.0 12.5 -53.7 
Profit after tax, GBPm 13.7 8.9 2.9 1.1 -1.6 
Profit margin, % 31.5 36.0 22.3 11.6 -57.1 
Registered customers 919,000 351,000 256,000 176,000 58,000 
Active customers 171,918 79,655 64,199 49,678 27,691 
Number of shares at year end 28,125,092 25,081,192 22,236,392 22,236,392 20,946,392 

(Source : Unibet Annual Report 2005) 
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Table 2. Financial key ratios, Unibet 
 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Equity per share, GBP 2.155 0.754 0.217 0.098 0.005 
Earnings per share, GBP 0.523 0.370 0.130 0.051 -0.075 
Cash flow per share, GBP - 0.07 0.83 0.17 0.13 0.06 
Dividend per share, SEK 2.25 - - - - 
Return on total capital, % 18.9 41.6 44.8 23.3 n/a 
Equity/assets ratio, % 53.6 58.9 46.6 33.7 2.6 

(Source : Unibet Annual Report 2005) 
 
Unibet has accomplished sound profit development during the last five years according to 
the above financial characteristics. The financial overview shows the rapid revenue 
growth of about 90% per year at average and the high profit margin during the same 
period. Taking it into consideration that online game industry is still thriving and Unibet 
has been recognized as a leading company in the market, Unibet is considered to have 
high growth capacity in the future. 
 
 
3) WACC 
 
I calculated Ke and WACC according to the selected valuation model and the collected 
data that I described in Section Methodology.  
 
Table 3. WACC, Unibet 

Rf(%) Rm – Rf (%) β Ke [Kd (1 – t)] E/(E + D) D/(E + D) 

3.295 5 1.219 0.09295 0.02333 0.5420 0.4622 

WACC, % = 6.0 

 
 
4)  NPV  
 
I estimated Unibet’s WACC as 6.0%, as of December 31, 2005 calculated as shown on 
Table 3. I assumed that Unibet would maintain its capital structure at 2005 levels, so the 
target weights are based on the market values on December 31, 2005. When it comes to 
growth rates, the average increase rate of financial items in the calculation of cash flows 
is estimated with historical data as a basis and the growth rate in the calculation of 
terminal rate is set to 3 procent which is the world economic growth rate of 2005. Under 
these assumptions, the valuation of Unibet is carried out in Excel as below.  
 

                                                 
19 Comparison of industry betas, London Stock Exchange 2005 
20 From the balance sheet of annual report 2005 
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  GBP 000  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Free cash flow (FCF) 23 094  -16 707  -696  -236  15 784  
  
Residual value according to  
a growth rate of : 3% with wacc 6,00% 541 438  
  
Total cash flows to be discounted 
including residual value 23 094  -16 707  -696  -236  557 222  
  
Discounting rate = wacc 6,00% 6,00% 6,00% 6,00% 6,00% 
      
Discounting factor 0,9434 0,8900 0,8396 0,7920 0,7472 
  
Discounted cash flows 21 786  -14 868  -584  -187  416 338  
 23 094  -16 707  -696  -236  557 222  

Addition of  
discounted cash flows  
(Net Present Value) 

422 485  
  

By exchange rate21  
on the 31th December 2005 

  
SEK 5,809,168,000 

 
 
The net present value22 of Unibet is 422,485,000 pounds(5,809,168,000 krona). 
 
 
                                                 
21 1 pound = 13.76 krona 
22 On the 31th December 2005 according to the last fiscal year for the simplicity of calculations. 

 
  GBP 000  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 43 515 95 733 181 893 218 271 240 098 
Cost of goods sold&general 
and administrative expenses 
- Marketing, R&D expenses 12 305 114 880 181 893 218 271 216 089 
Operating gross margin (EBDIT) 31 210 -19 147 0 0 24 010 
Depreciation 601 0 114 206 281 
EBIT 30 609 -19 146 -114 -206 23 729 
Income tax 6 391 0 0 0 6 644 
Net Profit 24 218 -19 146 -114 -206 17 085 
 + Depreciation 601 0 114 206 281 
 - Increase in working capital 1 125 -3 040 96 -364 982 
 - Investment in fixed assets 600 600 600 600 600 
Free cash flow (FCF) 23 094 -16 707 -696 -236 15 784 
      
Accumulated FCF 23 094 6 387 5 691 5 455 21 239 
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Case 2 : Net on Net 
 
 
1) Brief Introduction 

 
 Net on Net launched as internetshop in Sweden 1999 and in German 2000. 
 Net on Net is the first & leading pure online store for consumer electronics in 

Europe. The company has been listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange “O-
listan” since 2004. 

 Net on Net recorded a breakthrough with profit of SEK 13 million in 2003 and 
accomplished SEK 1 billion in turnover. 

 
 
2) Financial Characteristics 
 
Table 4. Financial overview, Net on Net 

 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Sales, MSEK 1,282 1,005 632 393 175 
Gross margin, % 20.0 21.5 21.5 19.0 20.6 
Gross profit, MSEK 256 218 136 75 36 
Net profit, MSEK 5.3 18.9 9.4 17 -21 
Profit margin, % 0.6 2.0 2.1 0.3 -11.7 
Operating margin, % 0.6 2.1 2.2 0.1 -13.2 
Average Number of Employees 188 143 98 69 44 
Number of shares at year end 6,015,680 6,015,680 6,015,680 5,881,760 5,869,360 

(Source : Net on Net Company Presentation 2005 and Annual Report 2004) 
 
Table 5. Financial key ratios, Net on Net 
 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Equity per share, SEK 0.230 0.222 0.190 0.173 0.140 
Earnings per share, SEK 0.89 3.14 1.57 2.97 -3.49 
Net cash per share, SEK 9.3 13.6 12.0 9.5 9.6 
Return on total capital, % 5.5 15.1 11.3 2.1 -22.2 
Equity/asset ratio, % 31.0 34.1 44.9 47.7 70.3 
Debt/equity ratio, % 222.6 193.3 122.7 109.7 42.2 

(Source : Net on Net Company Presentation 2005 and Annual Report 2004) 
 

Net on Net has accomplished sound profit development during the last five years. The 
company has achieved a high revenue growth rate until 2004 and then the growth rate has 
been slow down. It seems that online retail industry has been mature and the company 
has succeeded to fortify its business in the market. In the future, the company is expected 
to keep the stable revenue growth and the moderate profit margin. 
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3) WACC 
 
I calculated Ke and WACC according to the selected valuation model and the collected 
data that I described in Section Methodology. 
 
Table 6. WACC, Net on Net 

 
Rf(%) Rm – Rf (%) β Ke [Kd (1 – t)] E/(E + D) D/(E + D) 

3.295 5 1.2423 0.09495 0.02333 0.3124 0.6926 

WACC = 4.6 

 
 
4) NPV  
 
I estimated Net on Net’s WACC as 4.6%, as of December 31, 2005 calculated as shown 
on Table 3. Under the same assumptions as those of the Unibet case, the valuation of Net 
on Net is carried out in Excel as below. 
 
 
 
 SEK 000  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 1 281 980  2 563 960  4 102 336  6 153 504  7 999 555  
Cost of goods sold&general  
and administrative expenses 
- Marketing, R&D expenses 1 229 336  2 563 960  4 102 336  6 153 504  7 999 555  
Operating gross margin 
(EBDIT) 52 644  0  0  0  0  
Depreciation 8 942  46  7 209  8 642  8 928  
EBIT 43 702  -46  -7 209  -8 642  -8 928  
Income tax 2 202  0  0  0  0  
Net Profit 41 500  -46  -7 209  -8 642  -8 928  
 + Depreciation 8 942  46  7 209  8 642  8 928  
 - Increase in WCN -10 188  -15 452  -15 384  -20 512  -18 461  
 - Investment in fixed assets 9 000  9 000  9 000  9 000  9 000  
Free cash flow (FCF) 51 630  6 452  6 384  11 512  9 461  
      
Accumulated FCF 51 630 58 082  64 465  75 977  85 438  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
23 Percentage price change of the stock price relative to the percentage price change of the OMXS 
24 From the balance sheet of annual report 2005 
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The net present value of Net on Net is 564,791,000 krona. 
 
 

  
  SEK 000  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Free cash flow (FCF) 51 630  6 452  6 384  11 512  9 461  
  
Residual value according to  
a growth rate of : 2% with wacc 4,60% 609 493  
  
Total cash flows to be discounted 
including residual value 51 630  6 452  6 384  11 512  618 953  
      
Discounting rate = wacc 4,60% 4,60% 4,60% 4,60% 4,60%
      
Discounting factor 0,9560 0,9140 0,8738 0,8354 0,7987
      
Discounted cash flows 49 360  5 897  5 578  9 617  494 339  
      
Addition of  
discounted cash flows  
(Net Present Value) 

564 791  
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Case 3 : Neowiz 
 
 
1) Brief Introduction 
 

 Neowiz was found in 1997 and invented “Oneclick”, the world’s first instant 
internet access technology in the same year. The company launched the world’s 
first pay service online character “Avatar”. 

 Neowiz operates two kinds of business contents; online community (Sayclub, 
www.sayclub.com) and online game (Pmang, www.pmang.com). 

 Neowiz is one of the leading online game developers/publishers with 8 million 
registered members in East Asia and one of the largest online chatting site 
operator with one million paying users in South Korea. 

 The company has been listed on the KOSDAQ since 2000. 
 Today, Neowiz has 186 employees. 

 
 
2) Financial Characteristics 
 
Table 7. Financial overview, Neowiz 

 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Sales, BKRW 102.2 77.5 81.3 41.5 31.2 
Gross margin, % 48 45 58 41 37 
Gross profit, BKRW 48.9 35.0 46.9 17.1 11.4 
Net profit, BKRW 7.9 1.5 15.6 7.7 7.3 
Profit margin, % 8 2 19 19 23 
Operating margin, % 17 9 31 21 22 
Unique visitors 5,724,335 5,314,272 5,664,396 - - 
Paying users 583,321 277,360 290,744 - - 
Number of shares at year end 7,492,310 7,640,720 7,640,720 3,066,452 3,066,452 

(Source : Neowiz Annual Report 2005) 
 
Table 8. Financial key ratios, Neowiz 
 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Equity per share, KRW 10,348.4 11,679.5 12,274.6 25,226.8 20,962.6 
Earnings per share, KRW 1,057.5 202.5 2,053.4 2,469.7 2,358.4 
Net cash per share, KRW 3,813.6 2,458.8 4,368.0 4,711.3 - 
Return on total capital, % 7.3 1.4 15.5 9.4 - 
Equity/asset ratio, % 67.9 85.7 83.8 86.9 89.2 
Debt/equity ratio, % 47.3 16.7 19.3 15.1 12.1 

(Source : Neowiz Annual Report 2005) 
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Neowiz has two kinds of business lines and succeed to create synergy effect with these 
two related business contents; e-community and online game. Since the early stock list on 
the KOSDAQ, the company has achieved sound profit development for the last five 
years. Neowiz has accomplished the rapid revenue growth rate of about 35% at average 
per year and the high operating margin of about 30% during this period. Taking it into 
account that online game industry is rapidly expanding in the Asian market which is the 
target customers of the company and the company has high-level technology 
competitiveness, Neowiz is considered to have huge growth capacity in the future. 
 
 
3) WACC 
 
I calculated Ke and WACC according to the selected valuation model and the collected 
data that I described in Section Methodology. 
 
Table 9. WACC, Neowiz 

Rf(%) Rm – Rf (%) β Ke [Kd (1 – t)] E/(E + D) D/(E + D) 

4.95 6 0.4125 0.0741 0.041245 0.6826 0.3228 

WACC = 6.4 

 
 
4) NPV  
 
I estimated Neowiz’s WACC as 6.4%, as of December 31, 2005 calculated as shown on 
Table 3. Under the same assumptions as those of the Unibet case, the valuation of 
Neowiz is carried out in Excel as below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
25 Betas by industrial classification, KOSDAQ 
26 From the balance sheet of annual report 2005 
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 KRW m  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 102 158  134 849  168 561  210 701  263 376  
Cost of goods sold&general 
and administrative expenses 
- Marketing, R&D expenses 78 286  134 849  151 705  189 631  237 038  
Operating gross margin 
(EBDIT) 23 872  0  16 856  21 070  26 338  
Depreciation 6 098  -620  104  683  1 147  
EBIT 17 774  620  16 752  20 387  25 191  
Income tax 2 736  167  4 523  5 504  6 802  
Net Profit 15 038  452  12 229  14 882  18 389  
 + Depreciation 6 098  -620  104  683  1 147  
 - Increase in WCN 172  -1 521  506  -211  -263  
 - Investment in fixed assets 3 000  3 000  3 000  3 000  3 000  
Free cash flow (FCF) 17 964  -1 647  8 827  12 776  16 799  
      
Accumulated FCF 17 964  16 317  25 145  37 921  54 720  

 

 
The net present value of Neowiz is 418,867,000,000 won. 

  
   KRW m  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Free cash flow (FCF) 17 964  -1 647  8 827  12 776  16 799  
  
Residual value according to  
a growth rate of : 3% with wacc 6,40% 509 644  
  
Total cash flows to be 
discounted including residual 
value 17 964  -1 647  8 827  12 776  526 444  
      
Discounting rate = wacc 6,40% 6,40% 6,40% 6,40% 6,40%
      
Discounting factor 0,9399 0,8834 0,8303 0,7804 0,7335
      
Discounted cash flows 16 884  -1 455  7 329  9 971  386 137  
  
Addition of  
discounted cash flows  
(Net Present Value) 

418 867  
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Case 4 : Interpark 
 
 
1) Brief Introduction 
 

 Interpark was founded in 1996 as the first internet shoppingmall in South Korea. 
 Interpark is now the largest internet retailer with 8.9 million registered members. 
 The company has been listed on the KOSDAQ since 1999. 
 Today, Interpark has 350 employees. 

  
 
2) Financial Characteristics 
 
Table 10. Financial overview, Interpark 

 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Sales, BKRW 95.8 78.3 41.6 135.0 61.0 
Net profit, BKRW  3.7 - 8.4 - 12.0 - 13.1 - 12.2 
Profit margin, %  4 - 11 - 29 - 10 - 20 
Operating profit, BKRW 0.8 - 3.0 - 4.8 - 2.9 - 11.7 
Operating margin, % 1 - 4 - 12 - 2 - 19 
Registered customers 7,700,000 6,000,000 4,000,000 2,500,000 - 
Number of shares at year end 43,332,093 41,337,293 41,337,293 35,898,791 35,262,240 

(Source : Interpark Company Presentation 2005 and Annual Report 2004) 
 
Table 11. Financial key ratios, Interpark 
 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 
Equity per share, KRW 843.2 649.6 775.4 842.0 1,251.0 
Earnings per share, KRW 85 - 204 - 290 - 362  - 473 
Net cash per share, KRW 1,429.2 724.3 273.3 372.7 311.3 
Return on total capital, % 2.9 - 9.9 - 17.9 - 20.6 - 21.2 
Equity/asset ratio, % 22.4 27.7 44.0 49.5 66.7 
Debt/equity ratio, % 346.6 260.0 127.5 102.0 50 

(Source : Interpark Company Presentation 2005 and Annual Report 2004) 
 

In spite of first-mover advantages and strong brand name, Interpark has gone through 
unstable profit development during the last five years. Because of fierce competition in 
online retail industry in Korea, Interpark has shown net loss and negative operating 
margin. Especially, excessive marketing expenditures to gain customers are considered to 
be the main cause of negative operating margin. However, the company generated net 
profit first time in 2005 since it was founded and it is expected to keep moderate profit 
growth in the future by the reason that the market becomes mature. 
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3) WACC 
 
I calculated Ke and WACC according to the selected valuation model and the collected 
data that I described in Section Methodology. 
 
Table 12. WACC, Interpark 

Rf(%) Rm – Rf (%) β Ke [Kd (1 – t)] E/(E + D) D/(E + D) 

4.95 6 2.1727 0.1797 0.041245 0.2228 0.7830 

WACC = 7.2 

 
 
4) NPV  
 
I estimated Interpark’s WACC as 7.2%, as of December 31, 2005 calculated as shown on 
Table 3. Under the same assumptions as those of the Unibet case, the valuation of 
Interpark is carried out in Excel as below. 
 
 
  
 KRW m  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Sales 95 761  117 786  144 877  178 198  219 184  
Cost of goods sold&general 
and administrative expenses 
- Marketing, R&D expenses 83 506  117 786  144 877  142 559  153 429  
Operating gross margin 
(EBDIT) 12 255  0  0  35 640  65 755  
Depreciation 2 939  371  1 204  1 887  2 448  
EBIT 9 316  -371  -1 204  33 752  63 308  
Income tax 0  0  0  9 113  17 093  
Net Profit 9 316  -371  -1 204  24 639  46 215  
 + Depreciation 2 939  371  1 204  1 887  2 448  
 - Increase in WCN -345  -833  -271  1 449  1 096  
 - Investment in fixed assets 5 000  5 000  5 000  5 000  5 000  
Free cash flow (FCF) 7 600  -4 167  -4 729  20 078  42 566  
      
Accumulated FCF 7 600  3 433  -1 296  18 782  61 348  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
27 Betas by industrial classification, KOSDAQ 
28 From the balance sheet of annual report 2005 
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The net present value of Interpark is 462,547,000,000 won. 

  
   KRW m  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Free cash flow (FCF) 7 600  -4 167  -4 729  20 078  42 566  
  
Residual value according to  
a growth rate of : 1% with wacc 7,20% 591 254  
  
Total cash flows to be discounted 
including residual value 7 600  -4 167  -4 729  20 078  633 820  
      
Discounting rate = wacc 7,20% 7,20% 7,20% 7,20% 7,20%
      
Discounting factor 0,9328 0,8702 0,8118 0,7572 0,7064
      
Discounted cash flows 7 089  -3 626  -3 839  15 204  447 719  
  
Addition of  
discounted cash flows 
(Net Present Value) 

462 547  
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3.2.2 Reliability of the valuation model 
  
In this section, I compare the calculated NPV of each sample company in the previous 
section with the stock price at year end 2005 in order to assess the reliability of the 
adjusted DCF valuation model as below. 
 
Table 13. NPV and stock price of sample companies 

 Unibet  
(SEK) 

Net on Net 
(SEK) 

Neowiz 
(KRW) 

Interpark 
(KRW) 

NPV 5,809,168,000 564,791,000 418,867 million 462,547 million 

Number of shares 
at year end 2005 

28,125,092 
 

6,015,680 
 

7,492,310 
 

43,332,093 
 

NPV per stock 206.55 93.89 55,906 10,674 

Stock price 
at year end 2005 

161.00 91.50 
 

48,750 
 

11,600 
 

NPV/Stock price  1.28 1.03 1.15 0.92 

Present stock price 200 50 100,000 11,000 

 
Based on the analysis of financial overview and the calculation of the net present 
value(NPV) of each sample company, the difference between the NPV per stock and 
stock price can be explained. 
 
Both Unibet and Neowiz are expected to achieve the high growth rate in the future, which 
means that the company generates more cash in the future. This factor gives this company 
the higher value by the adjusted DCF valuation model than the value derived from the 
stock price. The higher present stock price and the increasing stock price tendency also 
evidence the higher future value of the company.  
 
Interpark, which is expected to keep the moderate growth rate in the future has as the 
almost same NPV per stock as the stock price. The present stock price remains also at the 
same level. 
 
On the other hand, the NPV of Net on Net is not consistent with the present stock price. 
While the NPV of the company by the adjusted DCF valuation model is reasonable in 
consideration of the market maturity and the limited growth forecast, the NPV seems to 
be too high comparing with stock price tendency and the almost half the present stock 
price. However, this overvaluation can be explained by the too optimistic revenue growth 
rate and the underestimation of costs. 
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Chapter 4. Conclusion 
 

4.1  Empirical Result 
 
Since the internet business has unique features, the traditional valuation models do not 
give a convincing result. However, the DCF model turns out to be relatively the best 
alternative in consideration of time spending and efforts required. Given this 
circumstance, I employed the adjusted DCF model for the empirical study and calculated 
the NPV of four sample companies; two Swedish and two Korean in the e-retail and 
online game business. 
 
The sample companies has been doing business more than 5 years and occupied a leading 
position in the respective market. In addition, the companies have achieved sound profit 
development and generated positive earnings, which meet the requirement to apply the 
DCF model. On the other hand, the excessive marketing expense at around 40% of  
S&GA costs give a good reason to employ the adjusted DCF model.  
 
By the calculation of the NPV and the comparison with the stock price, I found that the 
companies with the high growth potential generate the higher NPV than the value derived 
from the stock price. On the other hand, the NPV of the companies with the moderate 
growth rate and the mature market situation remains at the almost same level of the stock 
price value. 
 
This empirical result shows that the adjusted DCF model gives the reasonable number 
and so indicates the high forecast capacity. Except Net on Net of which the NPV seems to 
be too high, the NPVs of the companies are well-consistent with the present stock price 
and the stock price change. 

4.2  Limitations and Future Research 
 
While the model is cost-effectively and easily implemented, I find several limitations to 
impede to conduct the research. First, the DCF valuation model consists of a diverse set 
of variables that are based on assumptions of the future and therefore, even the most 
detailed and careful valuation cannot provide a precise estimate of value. The value of a 
company changes dramatically by the tiny margin of expected growth rate. It may 
damage the robustness of the calculated value. Second, I select the sample companies 
with distinctive target market from two different countries. It may cause the difficulties to 
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compare directly between the sample companies and the inconvenience to converse 
currency between GBP, SEK and KRW. 
 
In addition to the mentioned limitations, this paper can be improved by applying several 
alternative valuation models on each company in order to find the best suited valuation 
model more accurately. Applying several alternative valuation models on each company 
reveals not only the best suited valuation model in general but also the best reasonable 
model after the specific condition of each company or each industry.  
 
For future research in the field of internet business valuation, I suggest first of all to 
invent a new creative model reflecting the unique characteristics of internet business such 
as high growth rate, low profit generation etc. The present models are mostly derived 
from the traditional DCF model except the real option pricing. The characteristic of 
internet business has become similar with those of traditional manufacturing industry so 
that it is reasonable to apply the present models in one hand. However, there is also the 
opposite tendency of internet business development updating its state-of-the-art 
technology so that it is hard to apply the traditional-like models in other hand. Eventually 
there will be the demand of a brand-new valuation model for internet business. 
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